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an Augmented Tracking System (ATS) for possible fabrication and flight
test evaluation in a later AGFCS Program Phase. The ATS includes the
range and angle tracking sensors, the computer, and the software used to
process ti-e tracking signals. It provides the target-dependent variables
repuired to solve the lead angle equation in a director AGFS mechanization.

The ATS will ultimately serve as the core of an advanced gun fire control
system. . .

The selected configuration serves as the basic element of a modular
advaneed gun fire control system. Its salient feature is the use of
strapdown sensors in both the angle tracking and range tracking systems.
The angle sensor is the Bendix Corporation Adaptive Scan Optical Tracker
(ASCOT); the range sensor is the General Electric Solid State Radar (SSR-l).

Both sensors satisfy the requirements of the ATS application and have
adequate technical maturity for ti:.ely fabrication and flight test. The
principal ATS subsystem and software features are:

o Principal Subsystems
o Bendix Adaptive Scan Optical Tracker
o G Solid-State Radar
" ATS Digital Computer

" Strapdown Gyro/Accelerometer Package

o SofLware Features

o Kalman Angle [racking Filter
" Kalman Range 77,'Aing Filter
" Director Gun fire Control Equations
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SECTION I INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This volume describes the ATS software design. Documentation is
presented in the form of computer subroutine flow charts. FORTRAN notatioi.
is used throughout and detailed descriptions of the flow charts and their
contents are provided to aid assembly language programming in subsequent
AGFCS program phases. Interface of the ATS computer with the individual
seasors is discussed in Section 3 of the AGFCS Phase II final report.

1.2 SUMMARY

The ATS software is separated into four subroutines:

o RTRACK - contains the ATS Kalman Range Tracking Filter algorithms
and the logic for ATS computer interface with the SSR-l radar.

o ATRACK - contains the ATS Kalman Angle Tracking Filter algorithms
and the logic for ATS computer interface with the ASCOT angle sensor.

o FCU - contains the filLer coordinate system update algorithms as
well as the generation of ASCOT pointing commands.

o DIRSGT - contains the ATS director sight algorithms used for
lead angle computations.

These subroutines are documented in Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively,
and are presented in their calling sequence.

A symbol definition table is presented in an appendix. This table
presents in alphabetical order each FORTRAN symbol used in the ATS software,
its definition, updating subroutine and value (when appropriate).
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SECTION 2 SUBROUTINE RTRACK DESCRIPTION

2.1 RTRACK FLOW CHART

The RTRACK flow chart is presented as Figure 1. For convenient
reference it is located at the end of this section. Subsequent subsections

discuss Figure 1 in detail.

2.2 RESET MODE

A reset mode is provided to automatically reset the logic and parameters
of the individual ATS subroutines at the operator's discretion. In the
case of RTRACK IRESET = 1:

o Sets the following control switches: IAUTOR = 1; IAUGR - 0

o Sets the following counter to zero: NTRKR

o Sets the following counter limits: MSMR = 2, MEXTR - 128

o Initializes tht average target range to zero: GPTRXA - 0

o Initializes the driving noise covariance measurement element:
SVATR; and

o Computes constants used in the state transition matrices.

2.3 INITIAL ACQUISITION AND STEADY-STATE TRACKING MODE

To describe the operation of RTr ACK during initial acquis:tion it is
assumed that the computer has been previously reset and is now zn operate
(IRESET = 0). Initially the SSR-l radar has not detected and acquired a
target so that IACQR -- 0. Note that IAUTOR l 1 and IAUGR - 0 from reset and,
therefore, the radar is operating in its autonomous mode. In this situation, A

the sole function of RTRACK is to provide fixed values of range, range rate
and target acceleration along the line of sight to other subroutines. These
fixed values have been selected to be 2000 feet, -200 feet/second and zero

respectively.

When the SSR-l has detected and acquired a target (ILOCK - i and
IEXTR = 0) IACQR is set to 1. This event signals the start of the initial-
ization of RTRACK. RTRACK reaches its steady state operation after eight (8)
passes (assuming IACQR remains at 1), each pass taken at 1/64 second
intervals. The next few paragraphs describe important features of the
first nine initial acquisition passes.

8



2.3.1 Initial Acquisition Pass 1

IACQR = 1 establishes the f iliowing values of control switches,
counters, and counter limits:

o Control Switches:

IAUTOR = 0 - Commands che SSR-I to leave its Autonomous Mode.

IAUGR = 1 - Commands the SSR-l to enter its Augmented Mode.

INTRKR 1 - Indicates range tracking filter is in its initialization
pass.

IFRSTR 1 - Indicates that this is the first update sequence after
! radar acquisition.

o Counters:

NTRKR = 1 - Indicates range tracking filter is operating.

NSMR = 0 - NSMR is the counter on the smoothing performed on
measured range. During normal operation four (4)
samples taken at 1/64 second intervals are smoothed
(averaged) and used to update the Kalman range tracking
filter every 1/16 second.

NPREDR = 0 - NPREDR is the counter which sequences the Kalman filter
update. The Kalman range tracking filter update occurs
every fourth pass and only when NPREDR = 3 (5 on
initialization pass only). This counter is initialized
to zero so that the filter cycle is entered properly.

NEXTR = 0 - NEXTR is the counter which accumulates extrapolation
time.

o Counter Limits:

MAVGR = 4 - MAVGR is used to indicate the number of samples used
in data smoothing. It is equal to 4 except upon
entering the extrapolate mode after loss of target
return.

MPREDR = 4 - MPREDR is used to time the update cycle of the Kalman
range tracking filter. It is set to a value one less
than the number of 1/64 second prediction intervals
between eacL. filter update. Normally MPREDR = 2 since
there are three (3) prediction intervals for every
filter update. However, durdng initialization there
are five (5) prediction cycles and one Kalman filter
update cycle.



Since I'TRKR= I the range filter state variables are initiai.ed at
the measured radar range and range rate and a priori acceleration (zero).
The range covariance matrix is initialized as a diagonal matrix with
2diagonal elements SMPI(l) = aR2; RMUREPI(2) = (16 R)2; SM-PI(3) = 32.22.

Since NP-REDR = 0 and not greater than M!PRMR = 4, the 64 Hz prediction
branch is entered and XPREDR is incremented to 1. -hose elements of the
1/64 second transition matrix dependent upon line-of-sight rate are comuted
based upon its most recent estinate. The target range ane- range-rate are
predicted 1/64 second into the future assuming zero target acceleration. A
range measurement is taken at time 1/64 second and the predicted range,
(;PTSFP(!), is then transmitted to the radar and loaded into its range
register via the 1AUGR = I control switch. Simultaneously the values of
n and 3 are set to 1 and 0 respectively in the SSR-l via the !AMGP = 1
control switch.

2.3.2 Initial Acquisition Pass 2

NTRKR is incremented to 2 and will be incremented by one each suc-
ceeding pass unless radar acquisition is lost and the radar fails to
reacquire during the fixed (2 second) tracking filter extrapolation period.
INTRKR is set to zero and, since the normal initial acquisition sequence
is being considered here, IACQR is 1. NKTR is set to zero since the
Extrapolate mode is not being executed. NSMR = 0 and is not greater than
MSMR = 2 so the most recent measurement of range is added to acc..mulated
measurements (which were set to zero during reset). NSYR is incremented to
1.

INTRKR = 0 so NSMR is tested to determine whether or not the Kalman
gains are to be computed. These gains are computed every fourth cycle and
only when NSMR = 0. At this point one radar measurement has been
accumulated for smoothing and NSMR = 1. NSMR will be set to zero only
after four measurements have been accumulated and averaged i.e., on Pass 5.

Since NP.REDR = 1 which is not greater than MPREDR = 4, the 64 Hz
branch is entered and NPREDR is incremented to 2. As before, the latest
values of estimated line-of-sight rate are used to predict range and range-
rate 1/64 second into the future.

IFRSTR = 1 and NSMR = 1 so the predicted values of range and range-rate

are stored. It is noted that these are values predicted 2/64 second from
the point of initial acquisition. Finally, IFRSTR is set to zero, a range
measurement is taken and the predicted range is sent to SSR-l to be loaded
into its range register.

2.3.3 Initial Acquisition Pass 3

As in Pas, 2, INTRKR is set to zero, TkCQR 1 and NEXTR is set to zero.
ihese conditions will repeat on every pass considered hereafter until radar
loss of lock is considered (IACQR = 0). Therefore, these steps will not be
explicitly considered in future passes of the initial acquisition.

10



nM iz incremented to 3 and XS1 which is not greater than
HSM1 - 2, so the most recent radar range meaurement is added to those
previously accuulted. X SIII is incremented to 2.

MPRED is increme.t.ed to 3. Target range and range rate are then predicted

1/64 second into the future. A range measurement is taken and the predicted
range is sent to SSR-IL to be loaded into its range register.

2.3.4 Initial Acquisition Pass 4

XTRKI is incremented to 4 and NSMR = 2 which is not greater than
M[R - 2 so the most recent radar range measurement is added to those

previously accumulated. NSHR is incremented to 3. It is noted that at
this point three radar range measurements, each taken at 1/64 second
intervals, have now been accumulated since the initial measurement. Thus,
the next measurement will complete the four sample measurements used for
providing a smoothed measurement at 4/64 = 1/16 second intervals.

NSMR # 0 and, since NPREDR = 3 which is not greater than MPREDR = 4,
NPREDR is incremented to 4. Target range and range rate are then predicted
1/64 second into the future. A range measurement is taken and the predicted
range is sent to SSR-1 to be loaded into its range register.

2.3.5 Initial Acquisition Pass 5

%TRKR is incremented to 5 and NSMR = 3 which is greater than MSMR = 2
so the most recent radar range measurement is added to the three previously
accumulated measurements and the total is divided by YAVGR = 4 to provide
a smoothed measurement valid 2/64 of a second after initial acquisition.
Radar signal-to-noise ratio is measured and the variance of the smoothed
measurement is computed as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio and
the number of measurements. NSMR is set to 0 and MAVGR is set to 4.

NS,4R = 0 and NEXTR = 0, therefore the Kalman gains will be computed
based upon the smoothed signa'-to-noise ratio and the a priori covariance
matrix. The range residual is then computed from the smoothed range
measurements computed on this pass and the predicted range measurements
computed and stored on Pass 2. It is noted that the residual computed is
valid at the point in time 2/64 second after initial acquisition. The
accumulated range measurements are then reset to zero.

Since NPREDR = 4 and not greater than MPREDR = 4, NPREDR is incremented
to 5. Target range and range rate are then predicted 1/64 second into the
future. A range measurement is taken and the predicted range is sent to
SSR-l to be loaded into its range register.



2.3.6 Initial Acquisition Pass 6

NTIRKR is incremented to 6 and NSM = 0 which is not greater than
MSXR = 2 so the most recent radar range measurement is added to the
accumulated measurements (which were set to zero on the previous pass).
NSMR is incremented to 1.

NSMR 4 0 but NTREDR = 5 and is greater than MPREDR = 4, so that the

16 Hz Kalman Range Tracking Filter update path is entered for the first
time.

First NPREDR is set to zero and MPREDR is set to 2. This initializes
the 64 Hz prediction path counter and sets its limit so that the prediction
path is entered three times for every one range tracking filter update path
entry. Note that since this is the sixth pass the prediction path has
been entered five times and 5/64 seconds have transpired since initial
acquisition.

Next, the 1/16 second state transition matrix is updated based upon the
most recent line-of-sight rate information.

The Kalman gains and residual computed during the fifth pass together
with the predicted range state stored on the second pass are used to update
the estimated range state vector. This estimated range state vector is
valid for the point in time 2/64 second after initial acquisition. These
estimates and measured ownship incremental velocity along the line-of-sight
are then used to predict the state vector 1/16 second into the future
(6/64 second after initial acquisition). Thus, the predicted range state
coincides with the start of the seventh pass. After updating the
predicted state vector, the estimation, SMRE, and prediction, SMRP,
covariance matrices are updated. A range measurement is taken and the
predicted range is sent to the SSR-l to be loaded into its range register.
The predicted range and range rate are used for the 1/64 second range
prediction during the interval until the next Kalman filter update.

2.3.7 Initial Acquisition Pass 7

NTRKR is incremented to 7 and NSMR = 1 which is not greater than
MSMR = 2 so the most recent radar range measurement is added to those
previously accumulated. NSMR is incremented to 2.

NSMR 0 0 and, since NPREDR = 0 which is not greater than MPREDR (which
was set to 2 on the previous pass), NPREDR is incremented to 1. Target
range and range rate are then predicted 1/64 second into the future. A
range measurement is taken and the predicted range is sent to SSR-l to be
loaded into its range register.

12
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2.3.8 Initial Acquisition Pass 8

NTRKR is incremented to 8 and NSMR = 2 which is not greater than
MSMR = 2 so the most recent radar range measurement is added to che two
previously ;ccumulated. NSMR is incremented to 3.

Since NPREDR = 1 which is not greater than NPREDR = 2, NPREDR is

incremented to 2. Target range and range rate are predicted 1/64 second
into the future. A range measurement is taken and the predicted range is
sent to SSR-1 to be loaded into its range register.

2.3.9 Initial Acquisition Pass 9

NTRKR is incremented to 9 and NSMR = 3 which is greater than MSMR = 2
so the most recent radar range measurement is added to the three previously
accumulated measurements and the total is divided by MAVGR = 4 to provide a
smoothed measurement occurring 6/64 seconds after initial acquisition.
Radar signal-to-noise ratio is measured and the variance of the smoothed
measurement is computed as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio and the
number of measurements. NSMR is reset to zero and MAVGR is set to 4.

NSMR= 0 and NEXTR = 0, therefore, the Kalman gains will be computed
based on the smoothed signal-to-noise ratio and the predicted covariance
matrix computed on Pass 6. The range residual is then computed from the
smoothed range measurements computed on this pass and the predicted range
measurements computed on Pass 6, i.e., the range tracking filter update
pass. It is noted that the residual computed is valid at the point in
time 6/64 second after initial acquisition. The accumulated range measure-
ments are then reset to zero.

Since NPREDR = 2 and is not greater than MPREDR = 2, NPREDR is

incremented to 3. Target range and range rate are then predicted 1/64 second
into the future. A range measurement is taken and the predicted range is
sent to SSR-l to be loaded into its range register.

2.3.10 Steady-State Tracking

After the eighth pass, i.e., 8/64 second after initial acquisition,

RTRACK is operating in its steady-state sequence. Pass 9 was identical to
Pass 5; Pass 10 would be identical to Pass 61 Pass 11 would be identical
to Pass 7 and Pass 12 would be identical to Pass 8. The next radar tracking
filter update will occur on Pass 10 - 9/64 second after initial acquisition.
The next measurement average will occur on Pass 13 - 12/64 second after
initial acquisition.

This cycle will be repeated every 1/16 second until interrupted.
Interruption can occur either by resetting the computer (IRESET = 1) or
by loss of radar lock-on (IACQR = 0). The operation of the Reset mode has
been previously discussed. The RTRACK Extrapolate mode used after radar
break-lock is discussed in the next section.



2.4 EXTRAPOLATION MODE

The Extrapolation mode is implemented to provide a search zone con-mand
and to aid in reacquisition after loss of radar lock-on. Loss of radar
lock-on is signalled by the SSR-l setting the discrete IEXTR to one. IACQR
is therefore set to zero. If two or more seconds of steady-state tracking
has occurred prior to loss of lock-on, the Extrapolation mole will be
entered. If less than two seconds of steady-state tracking has occurred,
the SSR-l is commanded to its Autonomous Mode (IALUTOR = 1 and IAUGR = 0).

In the following subsections the detailed operational sequence of
RTRACK will be discussed on a pass by pass basis after loss of radar lock-on
(assuming two or more seconds of steady-state tracking has occurred).

2.4.1 Extrapolation Mode Pass 1

NTRKR is greater than zero but IACQR = 0 so the data smoothing branch
is by-passed and the extrapolation branch is entered. NEXTR is incremented
to 1.

Since NEXTR is less than MEXTR = 128, the accumulated measurements are
zeroed and NSMR is tested against MSMR = 2. NSMR can be any integer value
from 0 to 3 and is incremented each pass in a manner identical to that used
during data smoothing. This provides proper sequencing for possible
subsequent reacquisition. For the same reason MAVGR is set to (4 - NSMR)
so that an incomplete set of measurements can be accommodated during
reacquisition. In the following paragraphs the effect of each possible
NSMR value on the first pass of the extrapolate mode will be discussed.

2.4.1.1 NSMR = 0 - NSMR is incremented to 1 and MAVGR is set to 3. NSMR
is not equal to zero and NPREDR = 3 which is greater than MPREDR = 2.
Therefore, NPREDR is reset to zero and the Kalman range tracking filter is
updated based on the last complete set of measurements taken prior to loss
of radar lock-on. The tracking filter update is accomplished in the same
manner as in Subsection 2.3.6. Since IAUGR = 1 and IAUTQR = 0, the SSR-1
will search in a +100 feet range gate centered about the predicted range.

2.4.1.2 NSMR = 1 - NSMR is incremented to 2 and MAVGR is set to 2. NSMR

is not equal to zero and NPREDR = 0 which is not greater than MPREDR = 2
(see Subsection 2.3.7). Therefore, NPREDR is incremented to 1 and target
range and range rate are predicted 1/64 second into the future and loaded
into the SSR-1 range register.

2.4.1.3 NSMR = 2 - NSMR is incremented to 3 and MAVGR is set to 1. NSMR

is not equal to zero and NPREDR = 1 which is not greater MPREDR = 2. (See

Subsection 2.3.8). Therefore, NPREDR is incremented to 2 and target range

and range rate are predicted 1/64 second into the future and loaded into
the SSR-1 range register.

14



2.4.1.4 NS.R = 3 - NSHR is greater than MSMR = 2 so NSMR is reset to zero
and MAVGR is set to 4. NSMR - 0 and NEXTR is greater than zero so the
Kalman gains are zeroed. NPREDR = 2 which is not greater than MPREDR = 2
(see Subsection 2.3.9). Therefore, NPREDR is incremented to 3 and target
range and range rate are predicted 1/64 second into the future and loaded
into the SSR-1 range register.

2.4.2 Extrapolation Mode Pass 2

This branching of Pass 2 is dependent on the value of NSMR on the first
pass. Therefore, as in the previous subsection, each possible situation will
be discussed below.

2.4.2.1 NSMR = 0 - NSMR = 0 corresponds to the situation for which NSMR - 3
on the first pass of the Extrapolate mode (see Subsection 2.3.1.4). NSMR
is incremented to 1. NSMR is not equal to zero and NPREDR = 3 which is
greater than MPREDR = 2. Therefore, NPREDR is reset to zero and the Kalman
range tracking filter is updated based on zero Kalman gains. The range
state vector is extrapolated, the covariance matrices are updated and the
predicted range is loaded into the SSR-l range register.

2.4.2.2 NSMR = 1 - NSMR = 1 corresponds to the situation for which NSMR = 0
on the first pass of the Extrapolation mode (see Subsection 2.3.1.1). NSMR
is incremented to 2. NSMR is not equal to zero and NPREDR = 0 which is not
greater than MPREDR = 2. Therefore, NPREDR is incremented to 1 and target
range and range rate are predicted 1/64 second into the future and the
SSR-l range registers loaded as before.

2.4.2.3 NSMR = 2 - NSMR = 2 corresponds to the situation for which NSMR = 1
on the first pass of the Extrapolation mode (see Subsection 2.4.1.2). NSMR
is incremented to 2. NSMR is not equal to zero and NPREDR = 1 which is
not greater than MPREDR = 2. Therefore, NPREDR is incremented to 2 and
target range and range rate are predicted 1/64 second into the future and
the SSR-I range register is loaded as before.

2.4.2.4 NSMR = 3 - NSMR = 3 corresponds to the situation for wh.ch NSMR 2
on the first pass of the Extrapolation mode (see Subsection 2.4.1.3).
NSMR is greater than MSMR = 2 so NSMR is reset to zero and MAVGR is set
to 4. NSMR is equal to zero and NEXTR not equal to zero so the Kalman
gains are zeroed. NPREDR = 2 which is not greater than MPREDR = 2 so
NPREDR is incremented to 3 and target range and range rate are predicted
1/64 second into the future and the SSR-1 range register is loaded as
before.

2.4.3 Extrapolation Mode Passes 3 - 128

Reviewing the previous two subiections reveals that essentially three
actions are performed: 1) prediction using the 1/64 second, zero accelera-
tion algorithm; 2) zeroing the Kalman gains; and 3) updating the Kalman



filter. The pass on which these actions occur as a function of NSM on the
first pass is shown in Table 1 based on the previous discussion for the

first two passes and on similar reasoning for future passes.

Note that by Pass 4 an update of the Kalman filter will have been made
in all cases. This corresponds to prediction (extrapolation) by the Kalman
"lter algorithm. Also, it is noted that, if NSMR = 0 or the first pass, a

r ,Ilman filter update is made prior to zeroing the Kalman gains. This

provides for effective utilization of radar measurements taken prior to
break-lock.

If lock-on is not re-established within 123 passes (2 seconds), NEXTR
will exceed MEXTR = 128. This sets the following control logic:

o NTR R = 0 - Indicates loss of range tracking filter.

o NEXTR = 0 - Resets NEXTR.

o IAUTOR = 1 - Commands autonomous SSR-L operational mode.
IAUGR = 0

If lock-on is re-established by the SSR-1 within 128 passes, IACQR
is set to 1 when IEXTR becomes zero and RTRACK enters its Reacquisition mode.
This mode is discussed in the next subsection.

TABLE 1

EXTRAPOLATION SEQUENCE SUMMARY

First Pass Extrapolation Pass

NSMR 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 UD P P ZG&P UD P

1 P P ZG&P UD P P

2 P ZG&P UD P P ZG&P

3 ZG&P UD P ZG&P UD

Code P - Predicted 1/64 sec
ZG - Zero Kalman Gains.

UD - Update Kalman Filter and Predict 1/16 sec GP74 0122 30

2.5 REACQUISITION MODE

Reacquisition capability is provided in order to take advantage of

predicted range rate and target acceleration information provided during

the Kalman Range Tracking Filter extrapolation cycle. RTRACK provides

automatic synchronization of the extrapolation cycle with the newly

available radar measurements rather than completely recycling the filter.
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This speeds the reacquisition process and provides for full utilization of
the Kalman filter memory. As in the case of the initial pass in the
Extrapolation mode, the Reacquisition mode can be initiated with NSMR equal
to any integer value from 0 to 3. Each of these cases is treated below.

When IACQR is set to 1 reacquisition is initiated. The following
combinations of NSMR, MAVGR and NPREDR are possible at the beginning of
Pass 1: (0, 4, 3); (1, 3, 0); (2, 2, 1); and (3, 1, 2). The Kalman filter
is updated only on passes for which NPREDR = 3 and the Kalman gains are
computed only on passes for which NSHR = 3 (at the beginning of the pass).
These cases respectively correspond to the first and fourth initial
situations enumerated above. The values of HAVGR given above correspond to
the number of measurements which will be available for incorporation into
the range tracking filter at the first possible synchronized update interval
(non-zero Kalman gains).

In the previous subsection it was shown that the following relationship
occurs between NSMR and the principal actions taken during the Extrapolation
mode:

NSMR EXTRAPOLATION MODE
ACTION

0 UD
1 P
2 P
3 ZG &P

During the Reacquisiton mode NEXTR = 0 so the only difference in
action is that, instead of zeroing the Kalman gains, they will be computed
together with the appropriate residual.

Thus Table 2 indicates the action taken during Reacquisition passes
as a function of the first pass value of NSMR. Synchronization is complete
at the first Kalman tracking filter update after computation of a non-zero
set of Kalman gains. Examination of Table 2 indicates that the first pass
condition NSMR = 3 provides the earliest synchronization (Pass 2) while
NSMR = 0 provides the latest synchronization (Pass 5). The "price" of
early synchronization is that less than a full set of measurements is
available at the time of update. For example, the first pass condition
NSMR = 3 provides only one measurement at the first range tracking filter
update; while NSMR = 0 provides a full set of four measurements. The
reacquisition sequence for NSMR = 3 on the initial pass is discussed in
detail in the next subsection.

2.5.1 Initial Reacquisition Pass NSMR = 3

2.5.1.1 Pass 1 - NSXR is greater than MSMR = 2 so the most recent radar
measurement is added to accumulated measurements (which had been zeroed
during the Extrapolation mode) and divided by MAVGR = 1. Thus, the
averaged measurement corresponds to the first available measurement.



Radar signal-to-noise ratio is mepsured and the variance of the smoothed
measurement is computed as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio a" the
number of measurements. NSMR is thpn reset to zero and MAVGR set to 4.

INTRKR = 0, NSMR = 0 and NEXTR = 0 so the Kalman gain computation
branch is entered. The filter gains are then computed as a function of:
:) the measurement noise, which includes the effect of sig-.al-to-noise
ratio and the number of available measurements; and 2) the predicted state
covariance matrix, which includes the effect of increasing uncertainty in
,he predicted state variables during extrapolation. The accumulated range
measurements are then reset to zero.

Since NPREDR = 2 and is not greater than MPREDR = 2, the 1/64 second
prediction branch is entered. NPREDR is incremented to 3. Range and range
rate are predicted 1/64 second into the future. A range measurement is taken
and the predicted range is sent to SSR-l to be loaded into its range register.

TABLE 2

REACQUISITION SEQUENCE SUMMARY

First Pass Reacquisition Pass

NSMR 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 UD P P CG&P UD P

1 P P CG&P UD P P
2 P CG&P UD P P CG&P

3 CG&P UD P P CG&P UD

Code P - Predicted 1/64 sec GP?4 o122 29
CG - Compute Kalman Gains

UD - Update Kalman Filter and Predict 1/16 sec

2.5.1.2 Pass 2 - NSMR = 0 which is not greater than MSMR = 2 so the most
recent radar measurement is accumulated and NSMR is incremented to 1.

NSMR is not equal to zerL and NPREDR = 3 which _ greater than
MPREDR = 2 so the Kalman Range Tracking Filter update branch is ente ed.
The Kalman gains are not zero, having been computed on the previous pass,
so the residual is used to update the range state vector estimate. This
returns RTRACK to its normal tracking cycle.

oI



2.5.2 Initial Reacquisition Pass NSMR = 2

2.5.2.1 Pass 1 - NSMR is not greater than MSMR = 2 so the most recent radar

measurement is accumulated (GPTRXA having been set to zero duri-q the

Extrapolation mode). NSMR is incremented to 3.

NSHR is not equal to zero and NPREDR = 1 which is not greater than
MPREDR = 2, so NPREDR is incremented to 1. Range and range rate are
predicted 1/64 second into the future. A range measurement is taken and
the predicted range is sent to SSR-1 to be loaded into its range register.

2.5.2.2 Pass 2 - NSMR = 3 which is greater than MSMR = 2 so the most
recent radar measurement is added to those previously accumulated and
divided by MAVGR = 2 (a total of two measurements have been accumulated to
this point). Radar signal-to-noise ratio is measured and the variance of
the smoothed measurement is computed as a function of the signal-to-noise
ratio and the number of measurements. NSMR is reset to zero and MAVGR to 4.

INTRKR = 0, NSMR = 0, and NEXTR = 0 so the Kalman gain computation
branch is entered and the Kalman gains and residual are computed as
previously described.

Since NPREDR = 2 which is not greater than MPREDR = 2, the 1/64 second
prediction branch is entered. NPREDR is incremented to 3. Target range
and range rate are predicted 1/64 second into the future. A range measure-
ment is taken and the predicted range is sent to SSR-l to be loaded into
its range register.

2.5.2.3 Pass 3 - NSMR = 0 which is not greater than MSMR = 2 so the most
recent radar measurement is added to those previously accumulated (the
accumulation was zeroed on the previous pass). NSMR is incremented to 1.

NSMR is not equal to zero and MPREDR = 3 which is greater than
MPREDR = 2 so the Kalman range tracking filter update branch is entered.
The Kalman gains are not zero, having been computed on the previous pass,
so the residual is used to update the range state vector estimate. This
returns RTRACK to its normal tracking cycle.

2.5.3 Initial Reacquisition Pass NSMR = 1

This sequence is much the same as the previously discussed sequence
except for the first pass. The second pass is identical to the first pass
when NSMR = 2 on the initial pass. MAVGR = 3 to account for the additional
range measurement.

2.5.4 Initial Reacquisition Pass NSMR = 0

This sequence is much the same as the previously discussed sequence
except for the first pass. The second pass is identical to the first pass
when NS = 1 on the initial pass. MAVGR = 4 to account for the additional
range measurement.
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SECTION 3 SUBROUTINE ATRACK DESCRIPTION

3.1 ATRACK FLOW CHART

The ATRACK flow chart is presented as Figure 2. For convenient
reference it is located at the end of this secion. Subsequent subsections
discuss Figure 2 in detail.

3.2 RESET MODE

A reset mode is provided to automatically reset the logic and parameters
of the individual ATS subroutines at the operator's discretion. In the case

of ATRACK IRESET - 1:

o Sets the following counter:

NTRKA = 0 - NTRKA indicates whether ATRACK is operating in its
tracking or extrapolation modes. This counter is zero

until ASCOT detects a target. After ASCOT detection it
counts the number of passes during which the tracking
filter is in continuous tracking and extrapolation.

o Sets the following counter limits:

MSMA = 8 - MSMA is the limiting value of counter MSMA, which is

used to sequence the smoothing of ASCOT measurements.

MPREDA = 8 - MPREDA is the limiting value of counter NPREDA which

is used to sequence the update cycle of the Kalman
Angle Tracking Filter.

MEXTA = 320 - MEXTA is the limiting value of counter NEXTA. NEXTA

is the extrapolation pass counter which counts the
number of passes during which che filter is in continuous
extrapolation.

o Initializes the average ASCOT error voltages and SGAP incremental
velocities at zero:

XDVFA(2) =DVFA(3) = 0
GVAAFA(1) FVAAFA(2) = GVAAFA(3) = 0

o Computes constants used in the state transition matrix and constant
state transition matrix elements.

o Initializes the driving noise covariance matrix element: SVATA



3.3 INLTIAL DETECTION MODE

To describe the operation of ATRACK during initial acquisition it is
assume-d that the computer has been previously reset and is now in operate
(IRESET = 0). Initially, ASCOT has not detected and acquired a target so
that IDETA = 0 and IACQA = 0. Note that ASCOT is operating in its search
mode. In this situation, the function of ATRACK is to: 1' measure ounship
incremental velocities; 2) provide incremental line-of-sight (LOS) changes
(body attitude changes) to the Filter Coordinate Update (FCU) subroutine;
3) provide approximate LOS rates (body rates) to the RTACK subroutine;
and, 4) compute fixed filter-to-sensor direction cosine matrix (GCSF) and

quaternion (GQSF).

Mhen ASCOT has detected a target IDETA is set to 1 by ASCOT. This
event signals Lhe start of the initialization of ATRACK. For a time after
detection (up to 400 milliseconds) the ASCOT is in its initial acquisition

mode. ATRACK (assuming IDETA remains 1) cycles through its initial acquisi-
tion branch at 1/160 second intervals. The next few ptragraphs describe the
important features of each of the initial detection passes.

3.3.1 Initial Detection - Pass 1

IDETA = 1 establishes the following values of control switches,
counters and counter limits:

o Control switch

TNTRKA = - Indicates the Angle Tracking Filter is in its initiali-
zation pass

o Counters

NTRKA = 1 - Indicates that the Angle Tracking Filter i s operating.

NSMA = 5 - NSMA is the counter which sequences the smoothing of
ASCOT measurements. During normal operation ten ASCOT
samples taken at 1/160 second intervals are smoothed
(averaged) and used to update the Kalman Angle Tracking
Filter every 1/16 second. This counter is initialized

at five to offset the filter by one half of the 1/16

second filter cycle interval.

NPREDA = 0 - NPREDA is the counter which sequences the Kalman filter

update. The Kalman Angle Tracking Filter update occurs
every tenth pass and only when NPREDA = 9. This counter
is initialized at zero so that the filter cycle is

entered properly.

NEXTA = 0 - NEXTA is the cxtrapolation pass counter which counts the
number of passes during which the filter is in continuous
extrapolation.
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o Counter Limits

MTRKA - 65 - HThKA is the value of NTRKA at which, if no target is
acquired, the ASCOT will be returned to its search mode.
A test of NTRKA against MMKA prevents the filter from
entering its extrapolation mode before acquisition.

HAVGA = 5 - MAVGA is used to indicate the number of ASCOT samples
used in the smoothed ASCOT measurement. It is equal to
ten except when the filter is in its extrapolation mode.
HAVGA is initialized at five because, given immediate
acquisition after detection, the first smoothed ASCOT
measurement will contain five samples.

In addition to the initialization of the above control logic, the initial
filter-to-sensor direction cosine matrix (GCSF) and filter-to-sensor quaternion
(GQSF) are computed from the ASCOT deflection voltages at detection.

In this pass and in each succeeding 1/160 second pass, the measured SGAP
incremental velocities and incremental body attitude changes are transformed
to filter coordinates. in addition, the transformed incremental velocities
are accumulated. The accumulated incremental velocities are reset to zero
after the computation of the measurement residuals.

Since INTRKA = 1 the Angle Tracking Filter state variables are initiali-
zed at their a priori values. The target relative position states in filter
coordinates are set to zero since the filter coordinate system was initialized
pointing at the target at detection. The target relative velocity states in
filter coordinates are computed from ownship incremental body attitude changes
transformed to filter coordinates. The target total acceleration states in
filter coordinates are initialized at ownship incremental velocities trans-
formed to filter coordinates. The state variable covariance matrix is
initialized at fixed input values.

The Kalman gains are then zeroed to force the filter to extrapolate
until the target is acquired by ASCOT (IACQA = 1) and ASCOT transitions into
its track mode.

Since NPREDA 0 0, ASCOT reorientation commands are computed such that
the a priori tracking error states, predicted 1/16 second into the future,
will be nulled. These data are stored for use after the next four passes.
NPREDA = 0 which is not greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is incremented to
1. This completes the first initial detection pass.

3.3.2 Initial Detection - Pass 2

NTRRA = 1 after the first pass and is incremented by one each succeeding
pass, unless the ASCOT loses lock and fails to reacquire during a fixed (two
second) extrapolation period. INTRICA is set to zero and remains zero, unless
ASCOT loses lock and fails to reacquire during extrapolation. Since the
normal initial acquisition sequence is being considered presently, IDETA = 1
and IACQA = 0. NEXIA is zero so the extrapolation mode is not being executed.
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Since IACQA = 0, NTRKA 2 which is not greater than MTRKA 65, IDETA
is not equal to zero and NSMA = 5 which is not greater than MSMA 8, NSMA
is incremented to 6 and MAVGA decremented to 4. NSMA is not equal to zero,
so the Kalman gain computations are bypassed. NPREDA = 1 which is not equal
to zero or greater than MPREDA = 8, so NPREDA is incremented to 2. Note that
this branch is basically an "idle" branch. Its principal purpose is to main-
tain the proper sequencing of the logic such that in the event of ASCOT
acquisition (IACQA = 1) the system will automatically transition into its
steady state tracking sequence.

3.3.3 Initial Detection - Pass 3

NTRKA is incremented to 3 which is not greater than MTRKA = 65, IDETA =
1, NS4A= 6 which is not greater than MSMA = 8; hence NSMA is incremented to
7, and MAVGA is decremented to 3. NSMA is not equal to zero and NPREDA = 2
which is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8 so that NPREDA is incremented
to 3.

3.3.4 Initial Detection - Pass 4

NTRKA is incremented to 4 which is not greater than MTRKA= 65, IDETA =
1, NSMA = 7 which is not greater than MSMA = 8; hence NSMA is incremented
to 8 and MAVGA is decremented to 2. NSMA is not equal to zero and NPREDA =

3 which is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is incremented to 4.

3.3.5 Initial Detection - Pass 5

NTRKA is incremented to 5 which is not greater than MTRKA - 65, IDETA -
1, NSMA = 8 which is not greater than MSMA = 8; hence NSMA is incremented to
9 and MAVGA is decremented to 1. NSMA is not equal to zero and NPREDA = 4
which is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is incremented to 5.

3.3.6 Initial Detection - Pass 6

NTRKA is incremented to 6 which is not greater than MTRKA - 65, IDETA =
1, NSMA = 9 which is greater than MSMA = 8; so that NSMA is reset to zero
and MAVGA to 10. NSMA = 0 so the ASCOT reorientation commands computed on
Pass 1 are sent to the Filter Coordinate Update subroutine. IACQA is equal
to zero so the Kalman gains are zeroed. NPREDA = 5 which is not zero or
greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is incremented to 6.

3.3.7 Initial Detection - Pass 7

NTRK(A is incremented to 7 which is not greater than MTRKA = 65, IDETA =

1, NSMA = 0 which is not greater than MSMA x 8; so NSMA is incremented to 1
and MAVGA decremented to 9. NSMA is not equal to zero and NPREDA = 6 which
is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is ir :remented to 7.
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3.3.8 Initial Detection - Pass 8

NTRKA is incremented to 8 which is not greater than MTRKA = 65, IDETA =
1, NSMA - 1 which is not greater than MSMA 8; so NSMA is incremented to 2
and MAVGA Ls decremented to 8. NSMA is not equal to zero and NPREDA - 7
which is not zero or greater than MPREDA 8 so NPREDA is incremented to 8.

3.3.9 Initial Detection - Pass 9

NTRKA is incremented to 9 which is not greater than MTRKA 65, IDETA
1, NSMA = 2 which is not greater than MSMA = 8; so NSMA is incremented to 3
and MAVGA is decremented to 7. NSMA is not equal to zero and NPREDA = 8
which is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is incremented to 9.

Note that elapsed time to this point since detection is 9/160 seconds.

3.3.10 Initial Detection - Pass 10

NTRKA is incremented to 10 which is not greater than MTRKA = 65, IDETA
1, NSMA = 3 which is not greater than MSMA = 8; so NSMA is incremented to 4
and MAVGA decremented to 6. NSMA is not equal to zero and NPREDA = 9 which
is not zero but is greater than MPREDA - 8; so the Kalman Angle Tracking
Filter branch is entered.

NPREDA is reset to zero and those elements of the state transition
matrix dependent upon range and range rate are computed based on their most
recent estimates. The driving noise covariance element which is dependent
on the variance of the range estimate and on the filter coordinate rotation
rates is computed from their most recent estimates. The state vector is
updated for time zero based on zero Kalman gains and then predicted 1/16
second (time 1/16 second). Similarly the system covariance matrix is
updated for time zero and predicted 1/16 second. This completes one cycle
of the filter from ASCOT detection.

3.3.11 Initial Detection - Passes 11-31

Assuming no ASCOT target acquisition, IACOA remains zero, initial
detection passes 11-31 will cyclicly repeat passes I through 10. At pass
31 of IACOA = 0 (.19 + second elapsed time from detection), the ASCOT will
revert to its search mode; that is, IDETA = 0. 3n that pass, NEXTA and
NTRKA are reset to zero and MTRKA to 31. Upon a new target detection the
initial detection process will repeat as previously described.

3.3.12 Initial Detection - Pass 32

NTRKA = 0 and IDETA = 0 so that the data smoothing and sequencing logic
are bypassed. The SGAP incremental velocities and incremental body attitude
changes are transformed to filter coordinates. Since NTRKA = 0, the incre-
mental change in the LOS is set equal to the measured SGAP incremental change
in body attitude. The smoothed incremental velocities are set to zero. The
filter to-sensor direction cosine matrix (GCSF) and quaternion (GQSF) are
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reset to their fixed search values. This branching continues as described
until a new target is detected.

3.4 ACQUISITION MODE

Reviewing the initial detection sequence, it is seen that the Kalman
filter update branch is entered every tenth pass, when NPREDA 9. The
remaining nine passes simply increment NPREDA by one each pass to maintain
the proper sequencing. When the ASCOT has acquired the target (IACQA = 1)
and the system is not extrapolating (NEXTA = 0), the system will compute a
residual and a set of Kalman gains. This occurs only when NSMA = 0. Three

fundamental actions, then, are performed during each 1/16 second interval
when the filter is tracking: 1) update Kalman Angle Tracking Filter;
2) increment NPREDA (idle branch) and 3) compute residuals and Kalman gains.
When IACQA is set to one by ASCOT, one of ten sequences of the above three
actions is entered depending on the value of NSMA on the first pass after
acquisition. Table 3 summarizes these sequences as a function of NSMA in

the first pass after acquisition. Note that for the Kalman filter updates
occurring when the initial NSMA is less than 4 the Kalman gains are zero.
MAVGA given in the table refers to the number of ASCOT samples used in the
computation of the smoothed measurement at the time the Kalman gains are
computed. Note that by the tine five passes have elapsed from the point

of computing the first non-zero Kalman gains, the filter has transitioned
into its normal (non-zero gain) tracking mode. A complete description of
the tracking mode follows.

TABLE 3
ACQUISITION SEQUENCE SUMMARY

First Pass
Conditions Pass after Acquisition

MAVGA**

NSMA NPREDA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 0 6 I I I UD" I I I I I CG&I

9 1 7 1 I UD I I I I I CG&I I

8 2 8 I UD I I I I CG&I I I

7 3 9 UD" I I I I CG&I I I I

6 4 0 I I I I CG&I I I I UD

5 5 1 I I I I CG&I I I I UD

4 6 2 I I I CG& I I I UOD

3 7 3 1 1 CG&I I I I UD

2 8 4 1 CG&I II I I UD 1

1 9 5 CG&I II I UD ii

Code

Increment NPREDA idle loop

UD Kalrnan filter update loop

CG Compute Kalman ga'ns and average measurement

Kalnan gains are zero
at the time the gains are computPd
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3.5 TRACKING MODE

Prior to entering the tracking mode the following control variables
must be set:

IDETA = 1 - Indicates that ASCOT has detected a target.

IACQA = 1 - Indicates that ASCOT is in its tracking mode.

NTRKA > 0 - Indicates that the tracking filter has been initialized
and is sequencing normally.

NSMA - 0 - Indicates that the previous accumulation of ASCOT
measurements has been reset to zero.

NPREDA = 6 - Indicates that a Kalman filter update will be made in

3 passes.

NEXTA = 0 - Indicates that the filter is not in its extrapolation
mode.

INTRKA - 0 - Indicates that the filter is not on an initialization

pass.

3.5.1 Tracking - Pass 1

NTRKA > 0, IDETA = 1, IACQA - 1 during tracking. The ASCOT is providing
pointing error voltage measurements to the filter. These measurements are
transformed to filter coordinates through the most recent estimate of the
sensor-to-filter coordinate transformation. NSMA - 0 which is not greater
than MSMA - 8, so the most recent pointing error voltage measurements are
added to accumulated measurements (which were set to zero on the previous
pass). NSMA is incremented to 1. INTRKA is equal to zero so NSMA is tested
to determine whether or not the Kalman gains are to be computed. These
gains are computed every tenth cycle if IACQA = 1 and NSMA = 0. At this
point one set of ASCOT measurements has been accumulated for smoothing and
NSMA = 1.

Since NPREDA = 6 which is not zero or greater than MPREDA - 8, NPREDA
is incremented to 7.

3.5.2 Tracking - Pass 2

NSMA = 1 which is not greater than MSMA = 8, so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are transformed to filter coordinates and added to those pre-
viously accumulated. NSMA is incremented to 2. NSMA is not equal to zero
and NPREDA = 7 which is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8, so NPREDA is
incremented to 8.



3.5.3 Tracking- Pass 3

NSMA = 2 which is not greater than NSMA 8, so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are transformed to filter coordinates and added to those pre-
viously accumulated. Note that three samples have been accumulated at
this point in the sequence. NSMA is incremented to 3. NSMA is not equal
to zero and NPREDA = 8 which is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8, so
NPREDA is incremented to 9.

3.5.4 Tracking - Pass 4

NSMA = 3 which is not greater than MSMA 8 so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are transformed to filter coordinates and added to those pre-
viously accumulated. NSMA is incremented to 4. NSMA is not equal to zero
and NPREDA = 9 which is not zero but is greater than MPREDA = 8, so the 16 Hz
Kalman Angle Tracking Filter branch is entered.

NPREDA is reset to zero and the 1/16 second state transition matrix is
updated based on the most recent estimates of range and range rate. The
state vector estimates (for time 9/160 seconds in the past) are then updated
based on the Kalman gains and residual measurements computed at the end of
the previous cracking sequence. (The gains will be zero if this is the first
pass through this sequence.) These estimates and measured ownship incremental
velocities in filter coordinates are used to predict the state vector to time
1/160 seconds into the future. (The prediction was over an intertial of 1/16
second - 9/160 to + 1/160 seconds.) Similarly the system covariance matrix
is then updated and predicted.

3.5.5 Tracking - Pass 5

NSMA = 4 which is not greater than MSMA 8 so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are transformed to filter coordinates and added to those pre-
viously accumulated. NSMA is incremented to 5. NSMA is not equal to zero
and NPREDA = 0 so the ASCOT reorientation command computations are
executed. NPREDA = 0 which is not greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is
incremented to 1.

3.5.6 Tracking - Pass 6

NSMA = 5 which is not greater than MSMA = 8, so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are transformed to filter coordinates and added to those pre-
viously accumulated. MSMA is incremented to 6. NSMA is not equal to zero
and NPREDA - 1 which is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is
incremented to 2.

3.5.7 Tracking - Pass 7

NSMA - 6 which is not greater than MSMA = 8, so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are transformed to f[lter coordinates and added to those pr(-
vilOisly a(c umuilateId. NSMA 'm In( roe(nted to 7. NSMA Is not eqladl to zero
and NPRDA z 2 wli(lli I not. /vro or greaLer than NWREIDA - 8 so NREI)A Is
incremented to 3.
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3.5.8 Tracking - Pass 8

NSMA = 7 which is not greater than MSMA =8, so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are transformed to filter coordinates and added to those pre-
viously accumulated. NSMA is incremented to 8. NSMA is not equal to zero
and NPREDA = 3 which is not zero or greater than MPREDA - 8 so NPREDA is
incremented to 4.

3.J.9 Tracking - Pass 9

NSMA = 8 which is not greater than MSMA - 8, so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are transformed to filter coordinates and added to those pre-
viously accumulated. NSMA is incremented to 9. NSMA is not equal to zero
and NPREDA = 4 which is not zero or greater than MPREDA = 8 so NPREDA is
incremented to 5.

3.5.10 Tracking - Pass 10

NSMA = 9 which is greater than MSMA = 8, so the most recent ASCOT
measurements are added to those previously accumulated and the total
accumulated measurement is divided by MAVGA = 10. Thus, the average of the
measurements over the previous ten passes has been computed. NSMA is then
reset to zero and MAVGA to 10 (MAVGA could differ from 10 depending upon
initial entry conditions).

NSMA is zero so the stored ASCOT reorientation commands are sent to the
Filter Coordinate Update Subroutine. IACQA = 1 and NEXTA = 0 so the Kalman
gain branch is entered. The Kalman gains and the residuals are computed

after which the averaged measurements are reset to zero to initialize the
succeeding accumulation. MTRKA is set equal to N.KA to prepare the filter
for possible subsequent extrapolation. NPREDA 5 5 whicb is not greater than

MPREDA - 8 so that NPREDA is incremental to 6.

3.5.11 Steady State Tracking Sequence

From the previous pass, NSMA = 0 and NPREDA = 6 which duplicates the
conditions at the beginning of tracking Pass 1. Therefore, Pass 11 is
identical to Pass 1; Pass 12 is identical to Pass 2; Pass 13 is identical
to Pass 3; etc. This cycle will be repeated every 1/16 second until
interrupted. Interruption can occur either by manually resetting the
computer (IRESET = 1) or by loss of ASCOT lock (IACQA = 0 and IDETA = 0).
The operation of the reset mode has been previously discussed. The ATRACK
extrapolation mode used after ASCOT break-lock is discussed in the next
section.

3.6 EXTRAPOLATION MODE

The Extrapolation mode is implemented to: 1) provide a deflection
voltage to position the ASCOT search field-of-view and 2) aid in Kalman
Angle Tracking Filter reacquisition when the ASCOT can not maintain
tracking. Loss of ASCOT lock-on is signaled by the ASCOT setting IDETA
and IACQA to zero.



When NTRKA is greater than zero but IACQA 0, the data smoothing
branch is bypassed and the extrapolation branch is entered if NTRKA is
greater than MTRKA (see 3.3.1 and 3.5.10). NEXTA is incremented to 1.

Since NEXTA is less than MEXTA = 320 the accumulated measurements are
zeroed and NSMA is tested against MSMA = 8. NSMA can be any integer value
from 0 to 9 and is incremented each pass in a manner similrr to the initial
detection sequence. This provides proper sequencing for possible subsequent

reacquisition. For the same reason, MAVGA is set to (10 - NSMA) so that an
incomplete set of measurements can be accommodated during reacquisition.
The following paragraphs discuss the effects of each possible NSMA value on
the first pass of the extrapolation mode.

Table 4 shows the extrapolation sequence as a function of the initial
pass condition of NSMA. Note that when the initial NSMA is less than 4 a
Kalman filter update is made prior to zeroing the Kalman gains. This
provides for effective utilization of ASCOT measurements taken prior to
break-lock.

TABLE 4
EXTRAPOLATION SEQUENCE SUMMARY

First Pass Extrapolation Pass
Conditions

NSMA NPREDA 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 6 I I I UD" I I I I I ZG&I

1 7 I I UD* I I I I I ZG&I I

2 8 I UD I I I I I ZG&I I I

3 9 UD" I I I I I ZG&I I I I

1 4 0 I I I I I ZG8I I I I UD"

5 1 I I I I ZG&I I I I UD' I

6 2 I I I ZG&I I I I UD*" I I

7 3 I I ZG&I I I I UD*" I I I

8 4 I ZG&I I I I UD*" I I I I

9 5 ZG&I I I I UD*" I I I

Code

I -- Increment NPREDA idle loop

UD - Kalman filter update loop

ZG - Zero Kalman gains

* - Update made with gains and measurement previously comipuled

- Kalman gains are zero rP?4 0112 22
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If lock-on is not re-established in 320 passes (2 seconds), NEXTA will
exceed MEXTA - 320. This sets the following rontrol logic:

o NTRKA = 0 - Indicates loss of angle tracking filter. ASCOT

automatially reverts to its search mode.

o NEXTA = 0 - Resets NEXTA

o MTRKA - 65 - Resets the initial acquisition counter limit.

If target acquisition reoccurs within 320 passes, IACQA is set to 1 and
ATRACK enters its reacquisition mode. The differences between acquisition
and reacquisition are: 1) the filter states and covariance are not re-
initialized; and 2) the pointing error in volts must be computed as the
difference between the target location at detection and the search field
pointing command. The filter takes advantage of the information provided
during the Kalman Angle Tracking Filter extrapolation cycle. ATRACK provides
automatic synchronization of the extrapolation cycle with newly available
ASCOT measurements, as previously described in the initial acquisition
sequence, rather tin completely recycling the filter. This speeds the re-
acquisition process and provides for full utilization of the Kalman filter
memory.

When ASCOT detects a target while ATRACK is in its extrapolation mode
(< 321 passes) the reacquisition sequence is initiated. Extrapolation
continues after detection as previously described, except that the 320 pass
extrapolation limit is bypassed. This is done to allow the ASCOT to acquire
when detection occurs afterl.81 seconds of extrapolation. For a time (up
to 190 milliseconds) after the new detection ATRACK is in its initial re-
acquisition mode. During this time the control logic is sequenced to prepare
ATRACK for subsequent reacquisition.

When IACQA is set to one, ATRACK enters a sequence similar to the
acquisition mode (see Subsection 3.4). The difference being the fact that
the ASCOT measurement is computed as described above. After MAVGA computed
masurements have been accumulated and averaged, NEXTA is reset to zero and
ASCOT pointing error voltage measurements are again processed as in normal
tracking.
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SECTION 4 SUBROUTINE FCU DESCRIPTION

4.1 FCU FLOW CHART

The FCU subroutine flow chart is presented as Figure 3.

4.2 RESET MODE

A reset mode is provided to automatically reset the logic and parameters
of the individual ATS subroutines at the operator's discretion. In the case
of FCU, IRESET = 1 initializes the saved ownship earth-to-body quaternion
when in platform mode (IPLAT - 1).

4.3 ASCOT COMMAND MODE

Subroutine Filter Coordinate Update (FCU) has three functions:
1) computes ownship body attitude changes in its platform mode, 2) updates
the filter-to-sensor quaternion (GQSF) and direction cosine matrix (GCSF),
and 3) computes ASCOT pointing voltages.

4.3.1 ATS Strapdown Mode

This mode is executed when the ATS system employs an SGAP for the
measurement of ovnship body attitude changes. This mode is entered when
IPLAT = 0. Before ASCOT acquires a target (IACQA = 0) NTRKA is equal to
zero. Therefore the predicted filter-to-sensor direction cosine elements
required to compute ASCOT pointing voltages are set to the fixed values
computed in subroutine ATRACK. ASCOT pointing voltages are then cmputed.

When ASCOT acquires a target (IACQA = 1) NTRKA will no longer equal
zero and the filter-to-sensor quaternion update branch is entered. The
incremental change of the sensor coordinate system with respect to the
filter coordinate system is computed from incremental changes of the filter
coordinate system computed in subroutine ATRACK and incremental body attitudco
changes measured by the SGAP. The filter-to-sensor quaternion is then up-
dated for next 1/160 second interval and the filter-te-sensor direction
cosine matrix is computed. The quaternion is then predicted 1/160 second
into the future and ASCOT pointing voltages are computed for the next
measurement interval. This cycle is repeated every 1/160 second until
interrupted either manually or by loss of ASCOT acquisition after which the
system will recycle as previously described.

4.3.2 ATS Platform Mode

This mode is executed when the ATS system employs an inertial platform
rather than a SGAP. This mode is entered when IPLAT = 1. The sines and
cosines of ownship earth-to-body Euler angles are measured in the inertial
system and the earth-to-body direction cosine matrix is computed. Ownship
incremental body attitude changes are then computed. The rcmainder of this
mode is identical to the strapdown mode previously described,
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PT ()---QAEX (2*GOA (1)G0'XS~l*G0A (2+GQAXS (1*GOE ()-GQEXS 3)*QAE 4) CSFX 12.1=GCS 2.1

PTI:COES()GA 1-QE~4)GA 24OESl)GA )GIEX 2'QE()GSX(.)GS 31



XU"(ISLAA (1)A XaUFx1JSOIRTI(SFXP (1)**2+XGSFXP (2)**2.X(SFXP(3r*2+XOSF
33mA W4ZSAAA O)-XSLLA 23
)MMAW-GSAAAC~-SL

GOSFXP (1I=XXOSFXP (1lrXGNi

60SF~i2~X3CS0F (3.5(XSAA IGOF (.-XLAA12GSF 43.SLA (3 60F ()) OSFP (2=XQSFXP 2)XIN

GOSFXP 03;*XILC*GOSF (11..S IXSLAA (1)GOSF (4)XSLAA(2 -GOSF (1XSLAA (3) *GO (2)XSS i)6SFXP (WI,2

GOSFXP (4)=XILC*GOSF i(43-S (XSLAA (1360GSF ()-XSLAA!- 2GI6SF (2)XSLAA (3 0GSF (3)) XOISFS (2)=6OSFXP (2)**

GOSXF lzILCGGF 11* iXLA IIOGISF(4*XSAA119 SFLA(P (),)aXF (XSFS ()-XSFS M-OF 4
GSX0NF41JS0CiG(SF-SX (1r2, GSFP (r2.GSFXP I3)j2.SFXPLA Gas~2 (IFX (21 OSFP ()GSFXP ()GSFP(1 G

IGCSFXP (3.1)=2.*IGQSFXP (1)*GQSFXP (3)+GOSFXP (2) *GOSF4

A Ascot Pointing

GO6SF (13=G0SFXP (1):X(!.JF iVoltage
60Sf (2)-=GQSFXP(2) XQ?.F P1=SFICFXP (1,I)

60kSF (3)zGUSFXP (31-XGJF EVTSSC (2)[=PTIPGCSFXP (2.1)
60ISF 14)=GGSFXP (41*XQJF EVTSSC (3) =PTP*GCSFXP(3.1)

X0kSFS (1)=GQSF (0-~2Rtr

XOSFS (2)=GOSF (2)**2 Rt

GCSF (1.1)zXQSFS (1).XOSFS (2)-XCSFS 3)- XOSFS (4)

GCSF (1.3)=2.*(GUSF (2)'GOSF (4)-GGSF,.1360SF (3))
GCSF 12.1)-2.*(GQSF (2)*GOSF (3)-GS;F I ()GOSF (4))
GCSF E2.2)zXOSFS())-XQSFS(?)4XOSF (2 -XOSFS(4)

GCSF (2.3)=2.(GOSF (flGOSF 12)+GCSF 3 *GQSF (4))
GCSF (3,1)=2.'(GOSF II)IGOSF (3)+GZ- F :)GQSF (4))
GCSF (3.2)z2.*(GOSF (3)GOSF W4-GOSF 'I)*GUSF (2))
GCSF 11 3)zXOSFS (I)-XOSFS (2)-XOSFS 3)+XOSVS (4) I

Predict filter-to -Sensor

XOSFXP (1)-XlLC'GQSF MI- 5NXSLAA (1)*GOSF (2)+XSLAA (2)*GQSF (3)+XSLAA 13) *GQSF (4))
XOSFXP (2)=XILC*GOSF (2)4 51(XSLAA l1)*GOSF (1)-XSLAA t2)*GQSF (4)+XSLAA (3) IGQSF (3))
XOSFXP (3)=XILC*GOSF (3)+.5(XSLAA (1WGOSF (4)-XSLAA 12i'GOSF (1-XSLAA (3) IGQSF (2))
XOSFXP (4)zX(LC*GOSF (4)-.S(XbLAA (11)GQSF (3).-XSLAA t2)*GOSF 12)-XSLAA (3) *GQSF (1))



XSLAA ()=GSAAA (I)XL:A2

XSLAA (2)=GSAAA (3)-XSLLA ,2)XOF.IRTXSX(12X0FP212XSx(32XSX() fGQSFXP (1)=XQSFXP (1)*XONF

RILR=.25i(XSLAA()2+XSLAA(2)**2XSLAA(3)0*2) GQSFXP (3)=XQSFXP (3)*X(NF
XLC=.-.5(XILR) G0SFXP (4)zXQSFXP (4)*X0NF

Update Filter-tc.Sensor
Quaternion

F (I)-.5(XSLAA (1)60QSF (2)+XSLAA (2)*GUSF (3(+XSLAA (3) *G0SF (4)) XOSFS l1)=GQSFXP()2

F (2)4 5 (XSLAA (1)*G0SF (I)-XSLAA (2i6GQSF (4)+XSLAA (3) *G0SF (3)) XQSFS (2)=GGSFXP (2)~

F (3)+.5 (XSLAA (1)*GQSF (4)+XSLAA (2i.GQSF ())-XSLAA (3) 60(SF (2)) XQSFS (3)=GQSFXP (3)*-2

I F (4)-.5 (XSLAA (1)*G0SF (3)-XSLAA (2l6QSF (2)-XSLAA (3)*GQSF (1)) .QF 4~0FP()2

GCSFXP (1.1)=XOSFS (1)+XUSFS (2)-XQSFS (3)-XQSFS (4)

R(6OSFXP (1)1*2+GQSFXP (2)**24GCSFXP (3)*02+GQSFXP (4)**2) GCSFXP (2,1)=2.*(GQSFXP (2)*GQSFXP (3)-GGSFXP (1) IGQSFXP (4))

( 6SF (I)-GQSFXP (1)*XQNFvotg
60SF (2)=GQSFXP (2)-XQNF T SPGFX

60SF (3)rtU0SFXP (3)*XCNF VSC2=TG

60SF (4)=GQSFXP (4)*XQNF ETS 3=T* 31

XQSFS (1)=GQSF 0 Rtur

XOSFS (2)=GQSF W2~
XOSFS (3)=G0SF (W)-2
XQSFS (4)=G(ISF W-)2 J

Fil em ao-Sensor
Direction Cosine Matrix

MGCSF (1,1)=XQSFS (1)+XQSFS (2)-XCSFS,3(-XQSFS (4)
'GCSF (12=(QF()GS 4)+GQSF Q)IGOSF (3))
GCSF (1,3)=2.*(G(SF (2Pi3QSF (4;-GQSF (i)*GQSF (3))

GCSF (2.1)=2.*(GQSF (2)*GQSF (3)-GCSF l)*GQSF (4))
'GCSF (2,2)=XQSFS(1 )-XQSFS(2)+XGSFS(3,-X0SFS(4)
GCSF (2,3)=2.*(GQSF (1)*GQSF (2)+GQSF Q3IGGSF (4))

-GCSF (3,1)=2.*iGQSF (1P*GQSF (3)+GQSF '?)GQSF (4))
GCSF (3,')=2.*(GQSF (3)*GOSF (4)-GOSF (1)*GQSF (2))

1",GCSF (3,3)=XOSS(XSFS (2)-XQSFS (3)+XOSFS (4)

Pedict Filtertoq-sor

OSF (1) -.5*IXSLAA (1P*GQSF (2)+XSL AA (2)'GOSF (3)+XSLAA (3) *GQSF (4))

DSF (2)+ 5*(XSLAA ()PGOSF (I)-XSLAA 12l*GQSF (4)*XSLAA (3) 'GQSF (3))
OSF (3( 51IXSLAA (1P'GQSF W4)XSLAA (2)*GQSF (I)-XSLAA (3) *GQSF (2))

6QSF (4-.5(XbLAA (1)PGQSF (3)--XSLAA (2)*GQSF (2)-XSLAA (3' GQSF ())
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5.1 DIRSGT FLOW CHART

The DIRSGT subroutine flow chart is presented in Figure 4.

5.2 RESET MODE

A reset mode is provided to automatically reset the logic and para-

meters of the individual ATS subroutines at the operator's discretion.
In the case of DIRSGT muzzle velocity is transformed to body coordinates

and stored.

5.3 OPERATIONAL MODE

Director sight computations are dependent upon the availability of
angle tracking data. Until IACQA = 1, that is until the ASCOT acquires a
target, the sight computations are by-passed.

When IACOA is set to 1 by ASCOT the director sight computations are
entered. There are four basic sight computations: 1) the bullet time-of-
flight computation; 2) the future bullet computation; 3) the future target
position computation; and 4) the lead angle computation.

Bullet time-of-flight is computed from the most recent estimates of
range and range rate computed in RTRACK. Measured ownship velocity and
altitude is assumed available from an Air Data Computer (during ATS flight
test these inputs may be input data). Future bullet position is predicted
one time-of-flight using measured ownship velocity and body rates and the
stored muzzle velocity. Target position is then predicted one time-of-

flight using the most recent estimates of target position, velocity and

acceleration computed in ATRACK. Predicted bullet miss distance is

computed as the difference between predicted bullet position and predicted

target position and is transformed to gunline coordinates. The required

lead angle is then computed.

This cycle continues until interrupted. Interruption can occur either

by manually resetting the computer (IRESET = 1) or by loss of angle

tracking.
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Bullet Coefficient:
Related to Drag

CC CD -.06+(.4204026+4.45872E-5*
GVAWXM)*EXP(-27445E.5-GPAWXMI

lRange for XTF = I

GVBEXI GVBA + GVAWXMSPECFICAIONGPTAXN =1.9*(GVBEXI/(.+CDC1.9)

STATEENTSGVAWXM - GVTSFP(1)

Select Range for
.4 XTF Calculation

=0 GPBBFR =GPTSFP(1) - GPGRA

+PrmeesYes GPBBFR

GSGA = GGAD*TO RGPTAXN

IRLIM =1 No

GPBBFR =GPTAXN+

COSSINIRLIM = 0

XTF Calculatior

PI= C0C*(GVTSFP(1) + GVAWXM)
PT2 = GVTSFP(l) + COC*GPBBF R-GV8

GVBAA1) =GSGACGVBAPT3 = PT2*PT2-4.*PT*GPBBFR
GVBAA(2) =0.

At Gun Cri

No PT3 AtC

GPGR= GPAAM- GPAAM<0

U +Yes

IA~aA PT3 =0.

?1.

I IPTII

1EUR XTF =-(PT2+SQRT(PT3))/(2.*PTI)

FIGURE 4
SUBROUTINE DIRSGT FLOW CHART GP74 0122 55
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Bullet Coefficient
Related to Drag Attacker Velocity in Body Coordinates

026+4.458712E-50 EWM2 EWM2*TRMl
7445E-5*GPAWXM) GEWM MMAD(,*TRIP

(XPI
Rag o TF = 1.9 Sec: XPF'

GVAWXM CSI
BEXI/(l.+CDCI1.9) -(EW.()
M - GVTSFP(1) EWM2,C

Select Range for GS1
XTF Calculation GPG p

GEASM(),XPFTAWI = XPFTA(I +)
GEAWC(3))GPSAA0l); I j

BFR GPBTAMI = GPBEA(l)-X

XTF Calculatio = GEBTR(2)AWM()*VAX

No1 + GVAWXM)= G PMGA PTG2 GBA
COC*GPBBFR.G*VBAC(3*VA,'li PBG3)= SASG

IilBullet Velocity i oyCodntsMP

At= Gun Crods RaEIl VA~l+VE~)+tes =123 G

CDC*GPBBIRGVPT APGAA

0. GTYR3) TAN(GP

(GPT2)

At Gun Cross ~ GPBEAM (I) GVEA(l) PTM; I =12,3 PS

Ye Future arget osingDe t

LXPFTF ~ XDF = GTFl)XFGV*TF()+CDXTFT());I12315GPR2 TN(0
RT0)(.PTI=)DBGBEGTRW=AAN(P GETYR() = ATAN (.00I ____________________________________________

GPBAM= GBEI(I *PTI I= 12,



Predict Future Target Position
Attacker Velocity in Body Coordinates Bullet Miss WRT Target

GEAWRM(2) = GEAWDM(2)*DTORMM'
GEAWRM(3) = GEAWDM(3)*DTOR XFA

COSSIN
(GEAWRM(2).
GEAWSM(2).CRS
GEAWCM(2))(PA

( IISMLCOSSIN
(GEAWCM(3) PA~) ..

GVE() GEAWSM(3),AX XPT() XPTA() +XF(VE()PAl

GVAEA(3 = GEAWSM(2) *GEAWCM(3)*GVAWXM GPBTG(3) = GSGAS*GPBTA(1)+GSGAC*GPBTA(3)

Bullet Velocity
Due Body Rates fCommand Gun Error Angles

CROSS GBR PT()XF
(PTA, IGEBTR(2) =GPBTG(3)IXDFBGSAAR,

GPGAA) 
LOS from Filter

+Initial Bullet Velocitq in Body Coordinates MMPLV

GVBEAIl0) GVBAA(l)+GVAEA(l) +PTA(l); I =1,2,3 (GPTYA, GCFA,
GPTSFP, 1,1)

G V B S O T ( G B E A ( I ) * 2 + V B E I ( 2 * 0 2 G V B A I ( ) " 2G P T Y A ( I ) = G P T S A P ( l ) + G P S A A ( l ) -G P Y A A ( l ) ; 1 1 , 2 , 3

PTI= XFB/VBEGETYR(3 = ATAN (GPTYA(2)/GPTYA(1))
GETYR(2) = -ATAN(GPTYA(3)/SQRT(GPTYA(1)0*2 +

G P T Y A( ) * *2) D irector S ight

GPBEA(I= GVBEAI(l) *PTI; I = 1,2,3 1 Pipper Position
PHRM = 1000.*TAN(GETYR(3)-GEBTR(3))

IFuture Target Position Due to PHR(2) =1000.*TAN(GETYR(2) -GEBTR(2)-GSH7AR)

Filte State Estimates

LXFFI=GTSFP()+XTFI(GVTSFP(l)+.5*XTF*GATMr-P(l)); 1 1.2,3] Compute Lead Angles
T 105GEPGR(3r ATAN (.OOP*PHR(1))

105GEPGR(2)=ATAN (.OO1OPHR(2))+GSHAR-GSGAR

RETURN
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